PIZZA BOX ART: BRONCOS MOUNTAIN SUNSET

Materials Needed

- Empty Pizza box (12” x 12” size is great!)
- Tacky Glue
- Box cutters
- Scissors
- Ruler
- Marker
- Acrylic Paint

STEPS

- Measure a 2 inch border on the the pizza box lid
- Carefully cut out the center of the lid to create a frame using box cutters
- Using the center cardboard piece
- Cut out a mountain shape along the bottom edge of the piece you cut out.
- Cut out a larger circle for the Colorado C, cut a pizza pie “pac-man” shape for the base.
- Cut out a smaller C for the inner circle.
- DECORATE with paint, stickers or Glue on paper napkins, or construction paper
- To “pour” paint on the inside. Mix colors in a small cup, and then pour the paint into the box. Move it around to create your design. Let it dry overnight.
- Create layers in the mountains by having darker colors in the foreground and lighter colors in the background.
- Glue on Mountains on the inside of the frame, Glue on CO logo once paint is dry! Enjoy your new piece of ART!